Stability
Scripture Verse: Matthew 7:24-27 (ESV)
Build Your House on the Rock
24 “Everyone then who hears these
words of mine and does them will be like
a wise man who built his house on the
rock.
25 And the rain fell, and the floods came,
and the winds blew and beat on that
house, but it did not fall, because it had
been founded on the rock.

PAUL
PARK

26 And everyone who hears these words
of mine and does not do them will be like
a foolish man who built his house on the
sand.
27 And the rain fell, and the floods came,
and the winds blew and beat against that
house, and it fell, and great was the fall of
it.”

@YouthSAUMC
@PaulPark
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Stability
Themes: Stability Requires a strong
Foundation
1. Do you know what your Foundation is
Built on?
a. Culture generates a false perception
on our Stability built on
i. Job, Family, School, Career,
Religion”
ii. Having foundation in the world will
not hold you up, like the sand that
does not hold up the house
iii. Strong foundations also require
strong builders

PAUL
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@YouthSAUMC
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2. Do you have strong builders around you
or weak builders that are incompetent?
3. Jesus is the only Foundation that will
make our lives stable (Isaiah 26:4).
a. Jesus is the way, the truth, and the
life, (that is our building blocks)
4. How do we build a strong foundation in
Jesus (wrap up)?
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Stability
a. Know the building blocks
i. word, church, fellowship
b. Hire strong builders around you
i. Pastors, Counselors, strong brothers
and sisters
c. Be an example of a strong foundation
and not a shaky foundation.
i. Lead a holy life
ii. Authentic life

PAUL
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@YouthSAUMC
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Tranquility
Biblical Definition

Tranquility- the quality or state of being
calm. It’s a pact or an agreement to end
hostility between two things at war. It
means harmony in personal relationships,
especially with God. It’s a state of security
or order within a community. And it even
means the freedom from oppressive
thoughts or emotions.
In contrast to that definition, when we are
not at peace, in our relationships, in our
minds, with our emotions, then we are
indeed at war. Concluding, we must
defend our peace.

KATHRYN
MURPHY

@Katellenesse
@KatMurphy

Tranquility requires our active
engagement. Psalms 34:14 tells us that
we have to work to maintain it.
Using relationships as an example
because we all can relate to that. We all
have relationships. Suppose your
relationship is a bridge and you have
peace within that relationship.
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Tranquility
Now in order to uphold the bridge you’ll
need pillars, right? Pillars represent
support to a structure and
our “relationships” are that structure.
Things are going well in your relationship;
you’ve got total peace there, and then
something comes along to disrupt it. First
off, we must be mindful of the situations
we have peace in. Our tranquility is so
easily compromised because we are
insensitive to it. We have a careless habit
of being inattentive to our peace, until
after it’s violated. That brings us to point
number one.

KATHRYN
MURPHY

@Katellenesse
@KatMurphy

1. Be attentive to where your tranquility
resides.
Then once you acknowledge where you
have peace, you must now be cognizant
of potential attacks. Let’s go back to the
visual. If our relationship is the bridge and
peace resides there then in order for it to
collapse, the opposing forces must attack
the pillars.
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Tranquility
You have to familiarize yourself in which
the things you have peace. The forces that
come against the peace in my relationship
will look different from yours. The forces
that can cause cracks in my pillars, may
not cause a dent in yours. And the same
attacks that will produce chaos in your
relationship may have no effect on mine.
You have to know what kind of threats
possess the potential to break down your
pillars. Point number two.
2. When you’re well acquainted with
your tranquility the easier it is to protect
your pillars.

KATHRYN
MURPHY

@Katellenesse
@KatMurphy

But sometimes no matter how hard we
fend, there will still be some attacks that we
just didn’t see coming. In Mark 4, Jesus
and His disciples encounter a storm. They
didn’t have weather reports back then, so
the windstorm wasn’t a threat the disciples
could have predicted. Jesus is knocked out
in the back of the boat and the disciples
wake Him up, like “Yo! Don’t you care that
we are about to die?”.
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Tranquility
Mark 4:39-40 AMP reads, 39 And He got
up and [sternly] rebuked the wind and said
to the sea, “Hush, be still (muzzled)!” And
the wind died down [as if it had grown
weary] and there was [at once] a great
calm [a perfect peacefulness]. 40 Jesus
said to them, “Why are you afraid? Do you
still have no faith and confidence [in Me]?”
Jesus straight called the disciples out, but
pay attention to the language. It’s not that
Jesus was oblivious to the severity of the
storm; the waves were crashing over the
boat. Jesus is not insensitive to the storms
that come to wreak havoc on our
tranquility.

KATHRYN
MURPHY
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The disciples didn’t wake Jesus up and
say, “Hey we need you to save us from this
storm!”. They thought they were about to
drown. They had the audacity to think that
even with Jesus’ presence in the boat they
would die. Jesus responded the way He
did because they lacked trust in who He
was and what they had seen Him do. They
insulted His character.
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Tranquility
The character of Jesus ensures us that
He’s the one who grants us peace that
surpasses all understanding regardless of
how crazy our storm may seem. The key to
maintaining our tranquility is found in this
story. And the final point.
3. Trusting in the character of God is the
true assurance to maintaining our
tranquility.

KATHRYN
MURPHY

@Katellenesse
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Reliability
"Natural Selection"

"L is for the way you Let me down.
O is the Overload of lies I found.
V I’m very very hurt by you not caring.
E is for Energy", Which I refuse to waste
on a concept that no longer resides nor
has a place in my heart.
LOVE...
I think we are evolving into a people who
are tired of problem solving; losing the
ability to love; You see,

JUUNA'E
DAI'RE

@C.R.E.O.L.E.L.U.H.V.N

@juunae

There is a transformation taking place
inside; just like a caterpillar in a cocoon
who literally disintegrates and dies; and
our bodies and minds are now that
trapped butterfly, bouncing against the car
window, forced to go along for the ride. A
ride down a road where hearts are
enclosed and imprisoned in rib cages;
isolated on the roadside.
This is called: the theory of evolution.

www.Creoleluhvn.com
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Reliability
We've been let down and disappointed by all
of the pollution of those who claimed to be
our “so-called” solution but instead became
the problem; and now every single living
vessel is causing our ‘love ability’ to fall
through survivals threshold.
It's survival of the fittest.
And the act of love is being devoured &
diminished as we peek from behind the
bushes watching its blood fill the trenches;
while its clenched in the jaws of its enemy;
fighting to survive, but, love is weak;
Apparently.

JUUNA'E
DAI'RE

@C.R.E.O.L.E.L.U.H.V.N

Its survival of the fittest.
A friend once told me that being loved
unconditionally is on the same level as the
tooth fairy; a fairytale or myth that parents
just won’t admit doesn't exist.
But c'mon; we're all grown up now.

@juunae
www.Creoleluhvn.com
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Reliability
The fallacy that love is genuine & bliss is now
becoming extinct because it's lacking the
ability to reproduce and breed; and every day
I see that there are fewer & fewer seeds,
because the ones who still try to love get
attacked and are dragged deep throughout
the forests' trees; and the sound of their
screams cause others to pack up and leave
while they lock up their hearts and, for future
protection, they even lock up the key.
t's survival of the fittest.

JUUNA'E
DAI'RE

@C.R.E.O.L.E.L.U.H.V.N

@juunae

So where does that leave me?
Paranoid and afraid in this world of hunger
games? because the “caterpillar of love”
becoming a butterfly was ordained?
Man, I don’t want to see love be transformed
& changed!
But evolution says that nature will make its
selection of what’s to be or not to be so I
guess I gotta Shakespeare it for my own
protection; No question.

www.Creoleluhvn.com
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Reliability
Its kill or be killed and I’m fighting for
affection; in a heartless demographic that has
infested our nation.
My back is up against this wall of irritation as
the itchy fabric of anxiety scratches my soul;
all because someone didn’t have enough
self-control to live up to my expectations;
Again.
Disappointment keeps being repeated;
Working out is no longer needed; It seems
useless because in every fight I keep being
defeated.
It's survival of the fittest and I’m planning on
quitting because giving & receiving love can’t
survive if vulnerability is being hidden.

JUUNA'E
DAI'RE

@C.R.E.O.L.E.L.U.H.V.N

@juunae

Should I just give up and let nature run its'
course?
Let my DNA dance to the music of evolutions
force? as my heart’s beat & cuffed, no longer
robust; but rather rotting in a blood cell: cold,
hard, unbroken & veiled.
Awaiting a life sentence of being
Impenetrable and irredeemable.

www.Creoleluhvn.com
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Reliability
This is what humanity has evolved and
come to.
But how did we get here?
Taking matters into our own hands we’ve
entrusted our hearts to a finite species who
produce hearts as cold as subzero;
expecting that somehow, they will surpass
all mortal combat and obtain the ability to
keep our hearts perfectly intact; In fact, we
expect them to.
We say, “take my heart and please don’t
break it”
We expect a perfect love.

@C.R.E.O.L.E.L.U.H.V.N

But how strange would it be if we craved for
sex in a world where sex did not exist?
Or had the stomach growls for hunger in a
world where food was fictitious?
How then do we explain our desire to be
loved perfectly if we live in a world where
people cannot produce this?!

@juunae

Think about it:

JUUNA'E
DAI'RE

www.Creoleluhvn.com
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Reliability
"Natural Selection"

Our intelligence admits we are incapable of
perfection, so then why do we bother with
all of this introspection?
When we get disappointed that means we
actually believed that someone had the
ability to meet a standard and shake its'
hand yet, they intentionally chose to remain
strangers like most our Facebook friends
and Instagram followers.
We can’t deny that we desire perfection, or
else we wouldn’t be let down by
imperfection.

JUUNA'E
DAI'RE

We crave, hunger, and expect a perfect
love.
But is there a such a thing?
Yes!

@C.R.E.O.L.E.L.U.H.V.N

@juunae

Our souls were breathed out of the lungs of
Love!

www.Creoleluhvn.com
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Reliability
"Natural Selection"

We derived from Gods attributes and His
character but He confined us spirit beings to
mass & matter! Living in the natural world
with imperfect people who are soul
descendants and dependents of a God with
no limits!
He is unbounded by space and time; He is
sovereign.
The definition of Love is His blood and
perfection His skin.
And we, his descendants, all came from
Him!
And we wonder why we crave a perfect
love; no need to plunder the world for it.

JUUNA'E
DAI'RE

@C.R.E.O.L.E.L.U.H.V.N

@juunae

It is the unseen DNA of our soul.
But intelligent minds have assumed the
control, & blinded us to even considering
what's outside of space and time, so here
we are in a fruitless world and we are
craving for limes.

www.Creoleluhvn.com
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Reliability
"Natural Selection"

We are evolving into a people who are
becoming so heartless because unrealistic
expectations are causing distress.
Nobody wants to love; so afraid of
disappointment that they choose to
medicate their hearts with isolated ointment;
Knowing deep down inside that they really
still want it; But their biggest fear is that noone’ll give it.
You can remove that pacifier and get
connected with the Father. He gives a
perfect love, so you will never thirst nor
require it from others.

JUUNA'E
DAI'RE

He promises to give comfort through your
pains when imperfect people crash you
down wave after wave.

@C.R.E.O.L.E.L.U.H.V.N

But these waves will be different; your heart
won’t evolve like skin pigment; you won't
need to close it off until its cold and hard;
you can keep it soft; because Gods wisdom
will sustain you, when you realize that we're
lost.

@juunae
www.Creoleluhvn.com
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Efficient
Matthew 25:14-30 “Parable Of The Talents”
Efficiency: Efficiency is the ability to avoid
wasting materials, energy, efforts, money,
and time in doing something or in producing
a desired result. In a more general sense, it
is the ability to do things well, successfully,
and without waste.
If we can be honest with ourselves a lot of
us feel we can’t be efficient in our walk
because of our failures and short comings.

KENNA
PETTAWAY

But we all know that's not true, that's nothing
but the spirit of the accuser who’s trying to
stop you from reaching your real potential in
God.
There’s a statement I heard when I was
younger that stuck with me. “No Deposit, No
Return” which means if you don’t put
anything in you can’t take anything out .

@MrPettaway
@KennaPettaway
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Efficient
I want to make you aware that God
placed a deposit inside of you and one
day He is going to be looking for a return
for what He deposited in you.
We don’t want to be like the man who had
one talent and hid it because he “knew”
how his master was and didn’t want to
disappoint him. A lot of us are the same
way, sometimes we feel because we keep
falling into sin think what is the point of keep
going on if I’m just going to keep
disappointing God. So we feel more
comfortable going back to what we used to
do knowing it isn't what God wants.

KENNA
PETTAWAY

@MrPettaway
@KennaPettaway

But I’m here to put some weights on your
bar so you can begin to gain more strength.
God said my power is made perfect in
weakness ( 2 Cor. 12:9). So I want you to
know that when you are feeling weak and
you call out to Him, His power will come in,
and strengthen you to continue and press
on.
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Efficient
But someone will say but what if I call out to
God but my flesh is just too strong at the
time and I fall?
Would you believe me if I said there is a
way for us to still be efficient? God is so
gracious and still is looking for the return He
placed in us, that is why He sent His son
Jesus to die for our sins to restore us.
Not only is His power made perfect in our
weakness when we call out to Him, but if we
do fall He said in (1 John 1:9) if we confess
our sins He is faithful and just to forgive
our sins and cleans us from ALL
ungodliness.

KENNA
PETTAWAY

So I came to encourage you today that you
don’t have to waste time you can remain
efficient and go from strength to strength.
God is looking for that return that He
invested in you and I, that is to see his sons
and daughters grow in him.

@MrPettaway
@KennaPettaway
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Efficient
So remember when adversity comes don’t
give up and bury what God placed inside
you instead call out to God so his power will
strengthen you, and if you do fall know that
you can go boldly to the throne of grace
(Heb.4:16) and confess your sins and
regain your strength to continue the fight.

KENNA
PETTAWAY

@MrPettaway
@KennaPettaway
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Never Ending
Help
A Never Ending Help: God Is...!!!
Psalm 46:1 reminds us that “God is our
refuge and strength, always ready to help in
the time of trouble.
This psalm being a song of praise and
consolation and deliverance. An expression
of thanks for the deliverance of Jerusalem,
the city of God. The sons of Korah had
become wicked and jealous of Moses and
Aaron and begin to form an army to go up
against them, which resulted in them going
against the will of God.

CRYSTOPHER
GRUNDY

@lyfe_with_crys
@CrystopherGrundy

While the sons of Korah had influenced the
nation to rebel against God and those he
had put in authority, it was intended for God
to take the nation out. The word records in
Numbers 14 that Moses and Aaron begin to
pray and intercede for the people. They
were only able to pray instead of give up
and lose hope because they trusted in who
God was and will always be.
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Never Ending
Help
The writer suggests that this Psalm is
quoted in a high soprano pitch, a pitch for
everyone to hear. On that had faced many
trials and adversity, but through it all led
them to victory.
Our faith and trust in God must not be silent
but must be heard throughout the land...!!!
God is...!!!
When we think about who God is, with just
those two words itself... “God Is...” God
being the creator of the universe
possessing “all power” God is speaks to
who he is, was, and will always be.

CRYSTOPHER
GRUNDY

“God is”speaks to his unlimited ability to be
who he is in the present, while also being
who he is in the future of who you will be.

@lyfe_with_crys
@CrystopherGrundy

Is - present tense, third person singular of
Be;
Dialectal present tense first person and third
person singular of Be; dialectal present
tense plural of Be
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Never Ending
Help
While “He Is” one thing in your life at the
moment, “He’s Already Is” in your future
being who “He Is” needs to be for that time
in your life, while at the same time be who
“He Is” in someone else’s life while in their
future waiting for them to get there so He
can be who “He Is” and will be in that
season of their life.
Is speaks of his character and ability, while
at the time never changing, but can be a
provider to one and a healer to the other
and still remain who He Is... and since
there’s no one like him who He Is, is never
amounted to anyone or anything.

CRYSTOPHER
GRUNDY

God is speaks to who He Is while also
defining who He Is not. As long as you have
God in your life, you are never without, with
him you have everything that you need.

@lyfe_with_crys
@CrystopherGrundy

“God Is” is a statement of confidence, hope,
and assurance. It is a statement of victory.
We are never without help.
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Never Ending
Help
God is speaks to those in trouble and says
He Is a very present help...
God is speaks to those that are wounded
and says He Is our healer
God is speaks to those in harms ways and
says He Is our refuge - our hiding place
God is speaks to those without strength and
says He is our strength... and when “HE IS”
is in the picture there’s nothing that “He Is”
can’t stand against...

CRYSTOPHER
GRUNDY

@lyfe_with_crys
@CrystopherGrundy

He is our peace - Eph. 2:14
He is our hope - Psalm 33:20-22
He is our provider - Gen. 22:1-14
He is our protector - Psalm 91:1-2
He is our never ending help - Psalm 46:1
Always providing a way of escape. He is
gracious even when it has taken us longer
than what the process was initially intended
to be. He is loving even when Love was no
where within us.
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Grace

"Bartender, Another"
Bartender another......
I walked into a bar called Gethsemane.
Saw a man stumble to his seat and hobbled
over his table
I asked... what did he have?
The bartender said
He drank the glass of his father’s wrath like
it was jelly shots
No wonder he was hungover

ALEXANDER
JAMES

@Bhonest_
@AlexanderJames

A cross
Head aching
due to nails
Beaten
frail
impaled
He knew the weight of our sin became
them
and still stood on the scale
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Grace

"Bartender, Another"
The same way u shouldn't drink and drive
is how the enemy
doesn't want u to pray and live.
But Christ
Drunk in love with us
Breathed the breath of life into a
breathalyzer
So, we could live life over the limit
Can’t u see him pulled over while walking
Red roman helmet in his rear view
He said what wilt thou do with me

ALEXANDER
JAMES

@Bhonest_
@AlexanderJames

Judas came
A kiss on the cheek
And they took my Jesus
charged him with living by faith and not by
sight.
They said he sounded inebriated eat my
flesh
drink my blood.
Christ was so misunderstood
He wasn’t ordering a bloody Mary
He was telling Mary he would be bloody.
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Grace

"Bartender, Another"
Ever since eve's apple martini
He knew he'd be stretched over a long
island ice T
Because he was trying to raise the bar
both of his hands would have screwdrivers
His kamikaze
For our every drunken night
He knew our salvation was on the rocks.
So, he became the rock of our salvation
So, he drank our punishment straight
even though our mug was dirty he sipped
our sinful symptoms.

ALEXANDER
JAMES

@Bhonest_
@AlexanderJames

Our crazy decisions like sucking death thru
a crazy straw and right before we were
dead the head of the church took it to the
head.
Salvation was complete. You see death
threw a concert but Christ took our seat.
He bar hopped from knee to fist to from
whip to kick.
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Grace

"Bartender, Another"
All night for us he was clubbing
What a grace we swallowed that night
Question?
Have you ever wondered what your sin
taste like?
Thirsty
Go fill yourself with his love
He will make all your bottoms
Ups.

ALEXANDER
JAMES

@Bhonest_
@AlexanderJames
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Tenacity
1 John 5: 4; Hebrews 11: 1
TENACIOUS = [person] Who puts a lot of
effort and does not give up on something
he wantsto do or achieve.
ILLUSTRATION: '' EXCELLENT
SITUATION "
In the First Battle of Marne, during the First
World War, the French Lieutenant General
Ferdinand Foch sent this statement: "My
center is giving way, my right is in retreat.
Excellent situation I'm going to attack"
His willingness to see hope in a difficult
situation finally caused his troops to
overcome.

ELOIM
RODRIGUEZ

@CityofRefugeWhittier

Sometimes, in the battles of life, we can
feel as if all fronts defeat us. Family
conflicts, job
setbacks, financial problems or loss of
health can put a pessimistic turn in our way
of seeing life.
But the believer in Christ can always come
to this conclusion: "Excellent situation"

@EloimRodriguez
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Tenacity
Undoubtedly, declaring as believers an
"excellent situation" in the midst of
adversity, requires a strong dose of faith.
Faith according to the Word is a fruit of the
Holy Spirit, which is evident in those who
allow themselves to be guided by the Spirit
of God. Read Galatians 5: 22; Romans 8:
14 Today I want
to minister to you about 5 principles for
faith to work.

ELOIM
RODRIGUEZ

@CityofRefugeWhittier

@EloimRodriguez

1. Believe in the impossibility
Mark 7: 24-30 - The faith of the
SyroPhoenician woman
Jesus was testing his faith was not
rejecting him.
Faith overcomes the times of waiting in
prayer and the times of silence of God
when responding. Remember that God
loves us. He answers prayer much more
than we expect - Ephesians 3:20; and that
if he keeps quiet, he does it out of
love - Zephaniah 3:17
The faith of this woman should grow,
because as Mark 9:23 says: who believes
everything is possible.

Pg 30

Tenacity
2. Show tenacity in circumstances
Tenacity: it is beyond believing, it is not
allowing oneself to be convinced of
anything,
obstinately believing
Matthew 20: 30-34: the two blind. There
is a frequent deception of the devil who
speaks to the believer in his ear, saying,
"Do not you see that God is busy? He is
not paying attention to you!

ELOIM
RODRIGUEZ

Beware of that lie; resist in the name of
Jesus
* God always hears every time a son of
his invokes him: "CLASS TO ME," says
the Lord, "and I will answer you." Jeremiah 33: 3

@CityofRefugeWhittier

@EloimRodriguez
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Tenacity
3. Remain firm in the Word until its
fulfillment:
Refuse the doubt. Have faith no matter
how long the response takes.
The paralytic of the pool of Bethesda, from
one moment to another, received the visit
of the Lord
and his situation changed forever
John 5: 5-8

ELOIM
RODRIGUEZ

@CityofRefugeWhittier

@EloimRodriguez

4. Remember daily the Promises of
God
2 Corinthians 1:20: because all the
promises of God are in Him Yes, and in
Him Amen.
Through our means, for the glory of God.
another text in 2 Peter 1:4, speaks of the
precious and very great promises we have
in God.
Like Abraham, not allowing himself to be
weakened in faith (looking at the problem,
the adverse circumstances), but
strengthening himself in faith by giving
glory to God fully convinced that
God is powerful to do all he has promised.

Pg 31

Tenacity
5. Deliver the petition and rest in the
peace of God.
Paul exhorted the Philippians not to be
anxious or anxious about anything,
delivering the petitions to the Lord and
resting in Him until they got the answer.
Philippians 4:6,7

ELOIM
RODRIGUEZ

* Psalm 55:22 encourages you to throw all
burdens on the Lord, so that he may carry
you as one.
* The Lord wishes to shepherd his children
in recreation of peace and abundance.
Psalm 23
* Jesus is always inviting us to go to him
with work and burdens to find rest.
Matthew 11:28
(tired, burdened)

@CityofRefugeWhittier

@EloimRodriguez
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Tenacity
Conclusion:
At the beginning of this teaching, I
mentioned that as a believer, to declare to
be in an "excellent
situation" in the midst of adversity, requires
a strong dose of faith.
And I ministered to you on 5 principles for
the faith to work ... that will allow you from
today to
set course for times of victory and liberation
for your life in the Lord. And they are….
1. Believe in the impossibility
2. Show tenacity in the circumstances

ELOIM
RODRIGUEZ

3. Remain firm in the Word until its
fulfillment
4. Remember the Promises of God daily

@CityofRefugeWhittier

@EloimRodriguez

5. Deliver the petition and rest in the
peace of God
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Hope
1. A feeling of expectation and desire for a
certain thing to happen.
2. A feeling of trust
As Christians our HOPE should remain in
the Lord.
Hope brings about motivation and
motivation brings about action.
We can’t have hope without works. Faith
without works is dead.
We are to remain hopeful even if we don’t
like the process!
Hope shows us how much we are willing
to trust the process in-spite of the
uncertainty it provides.

ANTHONY
PIGEE JR.

@Apigeejr
@AnthonyPigeeJr

We must also remember that we must
have HOPE in the things that line up with
the will of God.
If we are prayed up, in our word, and
have accountability partners, this whole
idea of HOPE becomes a lot easier.

Pg 34

From
STRENGTH
to
Strength
This year I believe God is going to take you
from strength to strength.
Not that I'm suggesting you are not strong
already, but with your years of perseverance
and never quitting attitude I believe God
doesn't need to get rid of your weaknesses
but instead He is going to add strength to
your strengths.

MICHAEL
JOHNSON
JR.

@Mjohnsonjr7

www.Mjohnson7.com

I've been reading this book called "Strength
Finders". It's designed not to teach you how
to get rid of your weaknesses but instead
how to focus in on your strengths so that
your strengths can fortify your foundation.
The idea is to strengthen your strengths
so that your weaknesses will eventually
lose it's grip in trying to pull you down.
Don't cry over your weaknesses, but
commit to add strength to your
strengths.
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From
Strength to Strength
If you consider Moses in
Exodus 3 and 4 he took more time
focusing on what unqualified him for the
job God had for him instead of
considering how the Lord already
qualified him.
Take a look at Jeremiah.
Jeremiah focused on his youth being the
primary factor as to why God would have
an issue with using Him. However, God
doesn't call the qualified He qualifies
the called.

MICHAEL
JOHNSON
JR.

The Lord doesn't see as you and I see.
I challenge you to stop prematurely
cutting God's plan short in your life
just because you are
temporarily blinded by your
weaknesses.
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Again, ask God to strengthen your
strengths and be careful in allowing your
weaknesses to overthrow them.
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From
Strength to Strength
One of my favorite scriptures is
Isaiah 40:28-31.
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"Have you not known? Have you not heard,
that the everlasting God, the Lord, the
Creator of the ends of earth, fainteth not,
neither does He grow weary? There is no
searching of his understanding.
He gives power to the faint; and to them
that have no might He increases their
strength.
Even the youths shall faint and be weary,
and the young men shall utterly fall:
But they that wait on the Lord shall renew
their strength; they shall mount up with
wings as eagles; they shall run, and not be
weary; and they shall walk, and not faint."
Wow! That is a great message. It's
encouraging to note that God makes tired
people strong and He gives more
strength to weak people.
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From
Strength to Strength
He doesn't make fun of you nor does he
ridicule you when you grow weary. Instead
he is able to supply more strength to offset
your weakness.
The scripture also teaches us that the Lord
gives strength to those who are tired; to the
ones who lack power, he gives renewed
energy.
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It is common to be depleted of energy. Life
can be very hard at times, almost
unbearable.
But if you can exercise patience and learn to
wait on the Lord, His Word promises that you
can find renewed strength and this renewed
strength will cause you to soar like an eagle.
The Lord can supply you with the power to
endure hardship and press forward without
growing weary.
However, what God can do first requires you
doing something......
You must learn to wait on the Lord...
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From
Strength to Strength
That word wait in it's original language is
qavah pronounced kaw-vaw.
It doesn't mean to sit and do nothing, it
means to look, hope and expect.
To watch eagerly for a response.
The renewed strength that God can supply to
you first requires you giving God something
to work with. And that is your faith, your
hope and your expectation.
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When you know God to be your stability,
when you know God to be reliable, when you
know God to be your tranquility it helps to
quiet your fears and doubts because He is a
never ending help.
When you know God to be effective at what
He does, when you learn God's grace is
enough to sustain you, it will drive you to be
even more tenacious in your faith relying on
God to be your hope and security.
So be steadfast in your faith. No matter how
difficult it may seem. What is impossible with
man is possible with God, just watch Him
take you from Strength to Strength.
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